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 15,000 first printing.An examination of the recently resurgent trend of attraction bracelets looks at the
annals and cultural need for the charm bracelet, and also interesting and unique methods to personalize
bracelets, all illustrated with ninety color illustrations.
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Nice coffee-table book pictures and contents but not very deep or serious All the reviews of this book made
me think that it could be better than it is. Beware -- it could send out you to Etsy and antique malls searching
for your own exclusive charms and bracelet.; She's a Zabar and lives in New York City therefore her milieu
is method above the norm, so when she does make an effort to impart information I think it's the sort of
factual items that a modern-time Marie Antoinette may need, either actually superficial or actually for the
super-wealthy. For instance: she says you must have all charms on a bracelet soldered. When I opened up
the box and saw the book, I instantly sat down and savoured it from cover to cover, each page more
charming and gorgeous that the previous one. But very costly and also will not enable easy changing or
revising of a bracelet, and it means you need a good romantic relationship with a working jeweler. I love
making jewelry and making bracelets and I really do not solder my charms therefore i can add or rearrange
as I wish. Her book is delightful and wonderful!For my use/purposes I think other books tend to be more
instructive--especially Charms and Charm Bracelets by Joanne Schwartz. Very Disappointing. I guess We
was expecting more, far more, than this small book delivers..It could have been a significantly better
publication if it had had more descriptive prose - like the history and significance of charm bracelets.All in
all it was a "Meh" book. Delightful, beautiful book I bought this book as a gift for my sister, who's a appeal
collector and an old-fashioned dealer for several years, having studied at Southeby's (I believe this spelling
is correct). Since I experienced bought something else simultaneously for myself, I acquired both sent to me.
Good information in ways, because obviously it is the soundest. This book is quite well thought out and
executed. Kudos to the author! Great book. Absolutely lovely! Five Stars A delight for the appeal lover. The
ideas, history, and photos of the bracelets are all wonderful. It influenced me to clean up my old charm
bracelets and, along with my current one, hook them up to display. Charmed Bracelets simply by Tracy
Zabar I was browsing one day at the Gardner in Berkeley, CA and saw this book. This reserve is also a great
gift. It has motivated those I've given it to as it inspired me. If you've ever had a attraction bracelet, currently
gather charms, or have ever wanted to take up a collection - this reserve is for you! Great photography.
Loved this, and the delivery was fast Loved this, and the delivery was fast, and great. If somebody couldn't
come up with a different gift idea, charms were always a safe choice.! This is why I approached her. There
are fairly secure means of doing this without soldering. Highly recommend in case you are intrigued by
charm bracelets! They are artwork that tell a story. I bought it for a friend and it was so fun that people
decided to start elegance bracelets of our very own.The book is beautifully designed and written. Loved it!
The fever captured on and today there is a band of us that are trading and swapping stories. Oh, and I did
send it to my sister who completely enjoyed the book. Fun Book ideas and inspiration When I was a pre-teen
and young teenager, appeal bracelets were HUGELY popular. She was very charming and wearing the
appeal bracelet from the cover of her publication! I experienced a Ten Commandments bracelet; one with
movable charms like a windmill and a scissors; one which marked milestones and passions -- with a
birthstone flower, a diploma, etc. The commentary is very personal and some people adore her stories but I
came across them somewhat valuable and shallow. and others. This reserve is filled with great photographs
of creative attraction bracelets. It really is fine--a short publication with pictures of some absolutely
spectacular charm bracelets, a lot of which are 14K gold or so rare/rarefied that regular charm collectors
wouldn't normally think about such bracelets to be possible for themselves. Delightful and Charming I met
Tracey Zabar, by possibility, on the road in New York..It really is pretty much just a collection of pretty
images of elegance bracelets... My bracelet is becoming my background and its great to watch it evolve. It
was a very interesting book which really help to make me unable to put it straight down. Loved it!
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